FOCUS AREAS AND KEY PROJECTS

ACCESS TO THE INTERNET
Mapping digital divides to help close them
Influencing telecommunications regulation for fair prices and great broadband

TRUST ON THE INTERNET
Encouraging the use of two factor authentication
Developing and using a framework for improving online trust

CREATIVE USE OF THE INTERNET
Shaping copyright policy to protect creative potential
Encouraging and rewarding creative use of the Internet

EXPANDING COMMUNITY FUNDING FROM $600k TO $700k

DELIVERING THE 'CLASSIC' NATIONAL NetHui IN NOVEMBER THAT PEOPLE KNOW AND LOVE

CONTINUING THE INCREASINGLY POPULAR Speaker Series WITH A RANGE OF INTERNET RELATED TOPICS

CONTINUING OUR ANNUAL RESEARCH ON KIWI'S THOUGHTS AND ATTITUDES TO THE INTERNET

A BETTER WORLD THROUGH A BETTER INTERNET
internetnz.nz